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Abstract 
Aims To study various aspects of treatment for retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) in a 
Swedish population of extremely preterm infants born before 27 weeks of gestation. 
 
Methods A national, prospective and population-based study was performed in Sweden from 
April 1, 2004 to March 31, 2007. The criteria for treatment of ROP accorded with the 
recommendations of the Early Treatment for Retinopathy of Prematurity Cooperative Group. 
 
Results Twenty percent of the infants (99/506) were treated for ROP. The likelihood of 
reaching treatment criteria nearly doubled for each week of reduction in gestational age (GA) 
at birth. The first treatment was performed at an earlier postmenstrual age in the most 
immature infants. One third of the infants had more than one session of laser treatment. 
 
Conclusions A high percentage of these extremely preterm infants required treatment for 
ROP. The likelihood of reaching treatment criteria increased with a decline in GA at birth. 
Although only a few infants progressed to ROP Stages 4 and 5, our findings indicate a 
potential for improvement of the treatment routines, both regarding timing and number of 
laser spots at the first treatment. 
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Introduction 
With improvements in neonatal care more extremely immature infants are surviving and 
complications like retinopathy of prematurity (ROP) have become an important problem. In 
most cases treatment is successful, if performed at an optimal time. Criteria for treatment 
were first presented in the CRYO-ROP study.1 Recently, new recommendations including 
earlier treatment were proposed in the Early Treatment for Retinopathy of Prematurity 
(ETROP) study.2 The present Swedish national study of extremely preterm infants shows a 
high incidence of ROP,3 in our population with high survival of these infants.4 The aim of the 
present study was to determine whether this population of extremely preterm infants differs 
from more mature ones as regards various aspects of treatment for ROP. 
 
Material and Methods 
This is a Swedish national project (The EXPRESS Study - Extremely Preterm Infants in 
Sweden) on the mortality and morbidity of extremely preterm infants born before 27 weeks of 
gestation.4 They were born in Sweden during a three year period, from April 1, 2004 to March 
31, 2007. Data on screening and treatment for ROP for every infant <27 weeks GA born 
during the study period and surviving at least to the first eye examination, were continuously 
collected by a group of ophthalmologists. We used the International Classification of ROP 
revisited.5 Details on screening and incidence of ROP are given in a recent paper.3  
The recommendations for early treatment for ROP (ETROP) were followed,2 which entail 
treating all infants with type 1 ROP, i.e. any stage ROP with plus disease in zone I, ROP 3 
without plus disease in zone I, and ROP stage 2 or 3 with plus disease in zone II. As 
suggested by ETROP, infants with type 2 ROP i.e., stage 1 or 2 ROP without plus disease in 
zone I and ROP 3 without plus disease in zone II, were followed more careful. The infants 
were treated in one of the seven University Hospitals in Sweden as soon as possible and at 
least within 72 hours of the decision to treat.1  
Laser photocoagulation was performed with the patient under general anaesthesia, using a 
laser indirect ophthalmoscope with double-frequency Nd:YAG laser. The eyes were treated 
with laser spots spaced no more than one spot size apart in avascular retina anterior to the 
ridge.6 Supplemental laser spots were applied to untreated areas if plus disease or 
fibrovascular proliferations were still present two weeks after the primary treatment. 
Cryotherapy, cerclage and vitrectomy were used when found indicated by the surgeon. Each 
infant was classified according to the maximum stage of ROP in either eye. ROP stages 1 and 
2 were defined as mild and stages 3 to 5 as severe ROP. 
 
Statistical analyses were performed using a commercially available software program (Gauss, 
Aptech Systems Inc., Maple Valley, Washington). Odds ratios (ORs) with 95% confidence 
intervals (CI) were calculated using multiple logistic regression analyses. The GA was 
analyzed using class variables or, if specified, was entered in the models as a linear 
continuous variable. If specified, adjustments were made for birth weight (BW) (continuous 
variable). The relation between number of laser spots and post menstrual age (PMA) and GA 
at birth, respectively, was studied using a simple linear regression analysis. 
 
Results 
The total cohort screened for ROP comprised 506 infants.3 Of these 37.9% (192/506) had 
mild (stages 1 and 2) and 34.8% (176/506) severe ROP (stages 3 to 5) and 19.6% (99/506) of 
them were treated. 
 
Of the 99 treated infants, 55 (55.6%) were boys, 44 (44.4%) girls, 84 (84.8%) single births 
and 15 (15.2%) multiple births. The mean and median GA and weights at birth of treated and 
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untreated infants are shown in Table 1. The GA and BW were significantly lower in infants 
treated for ROP than in those not treated (p<0.001). 
 
Table 1 Gestational ages and birth weights of treated and untreated infants 
 Gestational age (weeks) Birth weight (grams) 
  Mean  Median  Range Mean Median Range 
Treated (n=99) 24.6 24.4 22.1 - 26.9 673 660 361 - 1014 
Untreated (n=407) 25.6 25.7 22.9 - 26.9 802 791 348 - 1315 

 
The percentages of infants treated in relation to their GA at birth are given in Table 2. 
 
Table 2 Relation between number of infants treated for ROP and gestational age at birth. 
Gestational age at birth (weeks) 22 23 24 25 26 Total 
Number (%) of infants treated 4 (80) 23 (43) 31 (31) 28 (16) 13 (7) 99 (20) 
Number (%) of infants not treated 1 (20) 30 (57) 68 (69) 143 (84) 165 (93) 407 (80) 
Total 5 (100) 53 (100) 99 (100) 171 (100) 178 (100) 506 (100) 
 
Multiple logistic regression analyses showed a significant relation between treatment and GA 
at birth (p<0.001). The risk of reaching the criteria for treatment was reduced by 56% for each 
week of increase in GA at birth (OR 0.44, CI 0.35-0.55). Adjustment for birth weight only 
slightly affected this relation (OR 0.58, CI 0.44-0.76, p<0.001). 

 
Of the 176 infants with severe ROP, 99 (56%) were treated. The risk of progression from 
ROP 3 to treatment criteria declined with increase in GA at birth (p<0.001). Logistic 
regression analyses showed that the Odds Ratios for requiring treatment for ROP 3 were 
nearly halved for each week of increase in gestational age at birth (OR 0.58, CI 0.43-0.79).  
 
The first treatment was given at mean PMA of 37.6 weeks (range 32.1 – 46.9 weeks) and a 
median PMA of 36.4 weeks (5 and 95 percentiles, 32.9 respectively 42.9 weeks). Three 
infants were treated at PMA between 49 and 54 weeks because of local vessel anomalies in 
eyes with regressed ROP. PMA (mean and median) at first treatment was significantly lower 
in infants of lower gestational ages (p<0.05). 
 
The various types of treatments are listed in Table 3. Both eyes were treated in 91 infants, 
while three were treated in the right eye and five in only the left eye. One third of the infants 
(30% of the right and 28% of the left eyes) needed supplemental laser treatment. In 80% 
(79/99) of the infants, the first treatment was done within 72 hours, as recommended. Ten 
infants were treated 5 to 14 days after decision of treatment. All except one had plus disease 
in both eyes. Six of the ten infants needed more than one treatment and two of them 
progressed to ROP stage 4B and 5. All together, 19 doctors had treated the infants. The 
number of treatments per doctor ranged from one to 32; five of them had performed more 
than ten treatments and five less than three treatments. 
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Table 3. Types of treatment given to the right and left eyes 
  Right eyes Left eyes 
Laser 85 86 
Cryo 1 2 
Laser + cryo 3 4 
Laser + cerclage 1 1 
Laser + vitrectomy 2 1 
Laser + cryo + vitrectomy 2 0 
Laser + cryo + cerclage + vitrectomy 0 2 
Total 94 96 

 
The numbers of laser spots were available in 79 right and 77 left eyes. The mean and median 
numbers of laser spots at the first treatment were 1069 and 1000 in the right and 1051 and 960 
in the left eyes. The mean and median cumulative numbers of spots in the right eyes were 
1337 and 1113 (range 380 – 3159) and in the left eyes 1313 and 1150 (range 200 – 3157), 
respectively. Linear regression analyses showed a significant relation between the cumulative 
numbers of spots and the GA at birth in both eyes (p<0.05). These analyses also demonstrated 
a significant relation between the cumulative numbers of laser spots and PMA at the first 
treatment in both eyes (p<0.05) (Fig. 1). Three infants (three eyes) with opacities in the media 
were given cryotherapy alone. 
 
Information of plus disease was recorded in all treated infants except two. Ninety three 
percent of the treated infants (90/97) had plus disease in at least one eye. Nine had Zone I 
disease. All the others, except one, had ROP in zone II. The latter infant developed ROP 
Stage 4A in zone III in one eye. He was treated with laser and the retina reattached. 
Aggressive posterior ROP (AP-ROP) was noted in four infants. Zone I was involved in all of 
them. In one infant with AP-ROP, the disease regressed after one session of laser. In the other 
three infants, ROP progressed and supplemental treatment with vitrectomy and/or cerclage 
was given. 
 
Discussion 
The present national study gives us new insight in three major aspects regarding treatment for 
ROP in extremely preterm infants. Firstly, the number of infants treated was high, 20%, in 
this strictly population-based study with a high survival of extremely preterm infants born 
before 27 weeks of gestation. During the past decade several authors have reported an 
increase in the frequency of extremely preterm infants treated for ROP.7 8 For example, a 
Danish retrospective population-based study during the period 2001-2005 noted that 21% of 
infants with a gestation of less than 26 weeks required treatment.8 Analyses of a subgroup of 
infants with a GA<26 weeks in our study, however, shows an even higher frequency of 26% 
treated for ROP (Table 4). A Belgian retrospective study, which was done in 1999-2000, 
found threshold retinopathy in 19.8% of the surviving infants with a gestation of less than 27 
weeks at birth.9 In that study 25% of the infants were born outside the hospital, and they were 
not included. Recent national population-based studies in the UK/Ireland and Norway have 
also reported a lower frequency of infants treated for ROP than here (Tale 4).10 11 In 
agreement with Vyas at al, who related differences in incidence of severe ROP to variations 
in survival rates, we believe that the higher frequency of treatment that we found is due to the 
higher percentage of infants born in the earliest weeks of gestation.4 12 In the subgroup of 
infants with a gestation of less than 26 weeks at birth, the percentage of infants with a GA of 
22 and 23 weeks is 18% in the present study versus 1–9 % in the above mentioned studies.9-11  
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Table 4 Comparison of national population-based studies of infants with low gestational age  
(GA) performed in the last decade. 
 
Studies  Belgium9 Norway11 Denmark8 UK / Ireland10 Present study 
Including infants with GA (weeks) <27 <28 <26 <26 <27 
Study period 1999-2000 1999-2000 2001-2005 1995 2004-2007 
Number of infants with GA <26 70 99 196 309 328 
Number of infants with GA <27 175 180   506 
Number of infants with GA 22-23 1 9 NA 27 58 
                                                   24 19 35 NA 100 99 
                                                   25 50 55 NA 182 171 
                                                   26 105 81   178 
Treated – percentage with GA <26  14% 21% 15% 26% 
                percentage with GA <27 20% 8%   20% 
NA, not available 
 
Secondly, the present study shows that infants run a higher risk of reaching criteria for 
treatment with a lower GA at birth. In a prospective population-based study from Australia, 
Todd et al 7 observed that of infants <27 weeks gestation who develop severe ROP, more than 
60% were treated with laser. Our data support these findings – i.e., 56% of infants with severe 
ROP were treated. We also noted that the risk of reaching criteria for treatment was nearly 
halved for each week of increase in the GA at birth between 22 and 26 completed weeks. This 
reduction in risk also applied to progression from ROP 3 to the need for treatment. In the 
CRYO-ROP study, Schaffer et al found that infants ran a lower risk of reaching threshold 
with an increase in the gestational ages at birth.13 They reported that for each additional week 
of GA at birth, the odds ratios of reaching threshold were reduced by 19% and once ROP had 
occurred, the odds ratios were reduced by 14%. The difference between the CRYO-ROP 
study and the present one may be due partly to differences in the study designs, the latter 
being a population-based and the former a multicenter one. Moreover, today, treatment is 
started earlier, as recommended in the ETROP study.2 The CRYO-ROP study was done 20 
years ago and the neonatal care and population of infants who develop severe ROP in high 
income countries have changed a lot since then. 
 
The third major insight from our study concerns timing of the first treatment of the extremely 
preterm infants. In addition to the increased risk of reaching treatment criteria, we found that 
the most immature infants reached these criteria earlier than the more mature ones. This 
accords with the findings of Coats et al,14 and points out the importance of efficient screening 
strategies to detect treatment-requiring ROP in due time in these extremely immature infants.  
 
Although not affecting the major conclusions of the present study, there are some 
shortcomings which ought to be considered to promote future improvements of treatment 
routines in our country. ROP progressed to Stage 4 or 5 in only 6% (5/99) of infants treated 
with laser and/or cryo, which suggests that ablative treatment, is effective. However, one third 
of the infants needed supplemental laser treatment. This frequency is similar to that reported 
in an Australian study,15 but higher than that in other studies (14-16%). 2 16 17 The mean 
cumulative number of laser spots (1337 in right and 1313 in left eyes) in our study was lower 
than in the ETROP study, which reported 1596 spots, 2 and in a recent one by Axer-Siegel et 
al with 1740 spots. 17 The low number of laser spots at the first treatment (1069 in right eyes 
and 1051 in left eyes) may explain our higher frequency of treatment sessions and emphasizes 
the necessity to look for skip areas before completion of the laser treatment. It seems likely 
that reducing the number of skip areas by an increase in the number of laser spots at the first 
treatment would reduce the progression of the disease as well as the frequency of treatment 
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sessions. Moreover, in the present study, the frequency of zone I disease is lower than in the 
hospital-based studies of ETROP and Axer-Siegel et al (9% versus 22-29%, respectively), 
which would also contribute to the lower number of laser spots in our study. 
 
In accordance with Axer-Siegel et al 17 we found a significant correlation between the 
cumulative number of laser spots and the GA at birth. We also found a significant association 
between the cumulative number of laser spots and the PMA at treatment, which is not 
unexpected since infants treated at lower PMAs have more extended avascular areas and need 
a larger number of laser spots for ablation. Therefore, as regards the number of laser spots, 
both the GA at birth,17 and the PMA should be taken into account at the time of the first 
treatment. 
 
The criteria for treatment, according to the ETROP recommendations,2 were fulfilled in at 
least one eye in 93% of the infants in the present cohort. Nine infants were treated in both 
eyes although they had plus disease in only one. Seven infants had no plus disease and were 
treated for various health or practical reasons – i.e., to stop rapid progression of the disease, to 
avert the use of additional sedation and/or to prevent the transportation of the infants between 
hospitals. Therefore clinical judgement was used in the individual cases, which accords with 
the ETROP recommendations.2  
 
Other problems of treatment routines in our country could also be identified. Regarding time 
between decision to treat and the first treatment, 20% (20/99) of the infants were treated after 
the 72 hours stipulated in the study protocol. Further, many doctors were involved in the 
treatments and several of them treated only a few infants. In addition to the suggested 
increase in the number of laser spots at the first treatment, these findings are a potential for 
further improvement of routines of treatment for ROP in these infants. 
 
Laser treatment has been the method of choice since the early 1990s.18-21 This is apparent in 
the present study, in which almost all (97%) of the infants were treated with laser. In certain 
cases, however, cryotherapy still has a role to play. The small number of vitrectomies and 
cerclage prevents us from drawing any conclusions about these procedures. All nine eyes, 
however, had an unfavourable anatomical and functional outcome (best corrected visual 
acuity ≤0.1). These numbers resemble those of studies from Denmark8 and the UK16 on early 
detection of visual impairment attributed to ROP. 
 
In conclusion, this national population-based study of infants born before 27 gestational 
weeks shows that the most immature infants have a higher risk of reaching treatment criteria 
for ROP, a higher risk of progression from ROP 3 to treatment criteria and, finally, they reach 
these criteria at an earlier PMA than less immature preterms. Therefore, adequate screening 
and treatment for ROP, including timing as well as number of applied laser spots, are 
particularly important in the most immature infants. 
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Figure legend: 
Figure 1. Linear regression analyses of postmenstrual age at treatment and cumulative 
numbers of laser spots in both eyes. 
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